CIRCLE COUNCIL STAFF SIDE
AP CIRCLE, VIJAYAWADA

No. CU-12A/5th CCM/AP/2020

Dated : 26-12-2020

To
The Secretary
Staff side, CCM
VIJAYAWADA
Dear Comrade,

Sub :- Inclusion of agenda items in the ensuing 5th Circle
council meeting to be held 07-01- 2021 – Reg
Ref : CO,VJ Lr.No. TA/CO-VJ/SR/1006/Circle council
meeting /2020-21/48 Dated 22-12-2020
***
Please find here with enclosed agenda items for ensuing 5th circle
council meeting scheduled on 07-01-2021. The same may please be incorporate in
the agenda.
Thanking You,
Yours fraternally
(Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao )
Leader,Staff side,CCM,AP
AGENDA ITEMS FOR 4TH CCM SECHEDULED ON 08-01-2021
1. (A) Installation Solar panels to the Exchanges for improvement of network reliability &

Separate power backup for CPAN/CPE to improve network reliability

:- To reduce
conservation of electric charges and to improve network reliability, solar energy is one of the
alternative solution. The central/state governments are also encouraging it with subsidy. The
entire network is depends on availability of electricity /power at each and every cell
site/exchange. When solar panels are installed at a cell site/exchange, it supplies required
power to equipment at power failures during day time as well as this avoids deep discharge of
batteries also.
So with installation of solar array, the following advantages are there.
1.
2.
3.

It provides power when mains supply failure during day time.
It avoids deep discharge of batteries which in turn improves lifespan of battery set.
As batteries are not being deep discharged the probability of failure of power plant
modules is also less.
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(B) Arrangement of Separate power backup for CPAN/CPE to improve network reliabilityAt present ,the entire core network functioning is depends on CPAN equipment of various capacities &
CPE nodes availability .But due to power issues network reliability is decreasing . If the (Converged
packet Access Network)CPAN is directly connected to available power plant/battery bank, the
probability of failure of CPAN node increases due to power failure. When batteries are deeply
discharged it offers low voltages. At low voltages, the CPAN node as well as all the equipment are
toggled between ON and OFF states continuously and may be fail. If one CPAN node fails, the entire
network in that path fails So to avoid this and to improve network availability separate power backup is
needed for CPAN node as like WIFI-HOTSPOT.
Therefore, staff side is suggested to pursue the proposals and take the needful actions in this regard.
2. Review of all Exchanges/cell sites in a SSA for Closure of Exchanges with less than
20bconnections and scrapping of non-usable items like batteries ,engine alternators etc :- As
per our knowledge in the circle , Some exchanges are having less than 20 connections and some
exchanges are having less than 5 connections without revenue & doesn’t have cell site also. The
closure of those exchanges as per co New Delhi guidelines, it will reduce rental expenditure,
cost of repair of control cards, supply of power plant modules/battery sets and other
maintenance charges like outsourcing costs. Some Exchanges are having very old battery sets,
old Engine alternators and other equipments which are obsolete and are not been scrapped due
to non-availability of its installation details.
Hence, It is proposed from staff side needful action to close the exchanges with
less than 20 connections, scrap all non-usable items in each exchange of AP circle and also
proposed to maintenance of online data of all exchanges to avoid lack of data in future also.
3. Problems in clusters – Outsourcing - loosing of customers – loss of revenue in CFA segment –
Remedial action Required :- After implementation of VRS-2019 scheme BSNL management has
brought clusters system in place of SDCs and sub divisions. In place of gone out manpower in
VRS,19 outsourcing systems has introduced to fulfill the needs of customers in external plants.
This is came into force july,2020 onwards in our circle. We very much regret to point out that
the outsourcing systems is totally failed. They are not clearing out the faults, they are
employing the required man power, skilled manpower is not available with them. They do not
know configuration of modems, not attending leased circuits issues. They are not procuring the
material also even though plenty of material available in our stores. No mechanism has worked
out to utilize our material. Resulting dissatisfaction of customers and moving to other
operators. This is causing loss of revenue in CFA segment. This is being done lack of supervision
of our part. Our available manpower is not utilizing suitably. In Nellore SSA about 100 non
executive manpower is keeping idle for last six months. Even sufficient man power available
clusters also given to outsourcing in Nellore SSA . This against corporate office orders. There
fore we request the circle management immediate remedial steps to be taken to arrest the
leakage of revenue in CFA segment and also instructions to place to place and time to time
supervision mechanism in outsourcing system.
4. Provision of pass word facility to all OSs and AOS in processing of e filling system :- e filling
system has been introduced in our BSNL wef October’2020 in place of manual moving of files in
our offices. In present system of administration OSs and AOss are playing a key role. The
administrative system of work is originating from OS’s desks. But in our present e office system
pass words are not been allotted to OSs and AOSs. They are not in a position to originate the
woks in e office. They are working with JTOs.SDEs pass words. This is not correct. in one

officer’s pass word working another non executive is not a proper way. This come under
misuse. There fore it is requested to take suitable steps provide pass word to all eligible non
executives to avoid other problems.
5. Effective utilization of available man power in all SSAs of in internal and external plants after
implementation of outsourcing systems in clusters :- As per the Corporate office orders No.771/2019/outsourcing Model gen/19, dated 20-12-2020 and dated 8-1-2020 outsourcing will be
given on need basis ie it should not be given where ever staff are available. But against these
orders keeping idle our own staff and clusters were given out sourcing. Out staff are idle for
the last six months in Nellore SSA. This item has discussed with CGMT on 15-11-2020. But our
staff are not provided suitable work. So, take tangent action in this regard.
6.Outsourcing Srisailam and prattikonda clusters in Kurnnool SSA :- In Kurnool SSA Srisailam
and prattikonda CSCs were not given Franchisees for outsourcing even staff are not available at
the time of out sourcing. The PGM, KNL trying to send GM office staff where 17 staff only
available. They have to attend minimum works in GM office. Out of these 17 staff members 9 are
lady officials. These lady officials should not be posted more than 40 KMs as per the existing
orders and also industrial tribunal court orders. There fore these two CSCs may be given to out
sourcing by relaxing some conditions if need be..

(Ch.Chandrasekhara Rao )
Leader,Staff side,CCM,AP

